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MUSIC 450 SONG SET ONE… 
 
Songwriting team 1 
Katherine Beggs 

● Title of Song: Precipice  
● Collaborators: Zoe Donovan (bass) and Levon Thurman Hawke (guitar) 
● Program Note: This is an ode to Providence, a city that I was actually not fond of when I first 

came to Brown.  But as I’ve grown here, I’ve discovered so many things that I love about this 
place and the people here.  My favorite memories here are embedded into the lyrics.  

 
Zoe Donovan 

● Title of Song: Chucks  
● Collaborators: Levon Thurman Hawke (guitar) and Katherine Beggs (production) 
● Program Note: This song is about closure, awkwardness, and your favorite pair of shoes (that 

are now tainted with some of your least favorite memories)! While trying to find closure with 
someone I haven’t seen or spoken to in a very long time, I imagine the day I finally run into 
them, and all of the ways the interaction could go right or wrong.  

 
Levon Thurman Hawke 

● Title of Song: Sea Monkey  
● Collaborators: Zoe Donovan (bass) and Katherine Beggs (production and extra vocals) 
● Program Note: I don’t know about you. But I’m suffering from a chronic condition brought 

about by your loving me.  I have sea monkeys in blood.  
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Songwriting team 7 
Arielle Martinez Cohen  

● Title of Song: Mosquitoes 
● Collaborators: Ellie Tapping and Finn Harrington (workshopping/notes) 
● Program Note: Well, this song is kinda depressing (sorry) and it’s not actually about 

Mosquitoes. Instead, it’s about wanting to figure out what your place in the world is and also 
feeling stuck at the same time.  

 
Finn Harrington 

● Title of Song: Kids of Yesterday 
● Collaborators: Ellie Tapping (Vocals) and Arielle Martinez Cohen (workshopping/notes) 
● Program Note: It is easy to look at the past through a nostalgic lens and only focus on what 

has changed. Kids of Yesterday tries to capture that perspective while also taking a positive 
view on how times can change around you without changing who you really are. You can’t hold 
onto the past or predict the future, so live in the moment.  

 
Ellie Tapping 

● Title of Song: Hitchcock 
● Collaborators: Finn Harrington (recording help), Arielle Martinez Cohen, Tara Mandal 

(general consulting) 
● Program Note: This song is about every relationship I’ve ever had- familial, friendly, and 

romantic. It’s about anxiety and caring too much and making things more complicated than 
they need to be. It’s about how hard it can be to escape the visceral memories that certain 
places or objects hold for us, but also how beautiful it is that those memories are so strong. 

 
 
Songwriting team 3 
Jackson Jones 

● Title of Song: Wander 
● Songwriters: Jackson Jones & Maya Polsky 
● Collaborators: Jack Riley (Bass & Drums), Maya Polsky (Guitar) 
● Program Note: This song is about aimless midnight drives and escaping Sunday problems. It 

first started on a zoom call with Maya a while back. The lyrics came one fateful evening after a 
solo walk of sunsets and voice memos. A demo and a couple talented friends later, here we are 
now. 

 
Tara Mandal 

● Title of Song: ultraviolet radiation 
● Collaborators: Ty Stevens (bass, guitar), Ellie Tapping (general consulting) 
● Program Note: This song is about how overwhelming life can get, especially when someone 

suffers from anxiety or any other mental illness. It’s also about how easy it is to become 
obsessed with someone else and think about them all of the time, often creating false 
narratives and idolizing them in your head.  

 
Julia Thwaites 

● Title of Song: I won’t say 
● Collaborators: Christian Roberts (bass) 
● Program Note: Love a good love song. This one is about romantic evenings shared in a parked 

car with a new love interest, overlooking sunset views. There’s always a bit of fear in how 
wonderful love feels in the beginning, but it’s just too sweet to not sing about.  
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Songwriting team 6 
Emily Smith-Feldman 

● Title of Song: Well of Wishes 
● Collaborators: Ben Thornton (vocals), Brian Wang (vocals) 
● Program Note: This song is about searching for a path from self-doubt to self-love. It’s about 

the messy, confusing chaos of overthinking life and love but ultimately finding peace in yourself. 
 
Ben Thornton 

● Title of Song: Phone Home 
● Collaborators: Brian Wang (vocals), Emily Smith-Feldman (keyboard & vocals) 
● Program Note: You are living away from home for the first time. While everything is unknown, 

you search for what grounds you. Your search may take you to unexpected places. 
 
Brian Wang 

● Title of Song: Blue Rose 
● Collaborators: Amelia Chalfant (Bass), Maya Polsky (Guitar), Ben Thornton + Emily 

Smith-Feldman (Arranging + Consulting) 
● Program Note: A blue rose is known for representing unattainability and impossibility. My song 

is about becoming a blue rose, or perhaps always being one in hiding. Revel in your power.  
 
 
{ ––––– 5-MINUTE BRIEF INTERMISSION ––––– } 
 
 
 
MUSIC 450 SONG SET TWO… 
 
Songwriting team 2 
Amelia Chalfant 

● Title of Song: Kitchenette 
● Collaborators: Maya Polsky (guitar + arranging), Lucas Mastromatteo (arranging) 
● Program Note: This song is about a homophobic boy from my high school. I do not condone 

murder! Metaphorically, this is a murder ballad about what might have hypothetically happened 
in some alternate dimension.  

 
Lucas Mastromatteo 

● Title of Song: Don’t Hold to Me 
● Collaborators: Amelia Chalfant (Bass), Maya Polsky 
● Program Note: I was thinking a lot about backpacking in some foreign place. More generally, I 

was trying to draw on taking advantage of new opportunities. 
 
Maya Polsky 

● Title of Song: Somewhat Slightly 
● Collaborators: Wills Guggenheim (drums), Lucas Mastromatteo (Banjo), Amelia Chalfant 

(notes) 
● Program Note: This song is about how it’s somehow already April again. I was playing with the 

idea of instrumentation expanding and contracting and eventually exploding, and also with lots 
of layered guitar textures.  
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Songwriting team 5 
Alex Avila 

● Title of Song: Working-Class Heartbreak 
● Collaborators: All of us, in a way. 
● Program Note: This song is about going through a breakup while having to work a terrible job. 

It is inspired by my time working at a fast-food restaurant, which was both the best and worst 
job I ever had. But everything always works out in the end! 

 
Maya Laur 

● Title of Song: The Wrong Side of the Roller Coaster 
● Collaborators: Aileen Park (verse melody); Ali Lowe (harmonies and back up vocals); 

Butch Rovan (saxophone); Alexander Avila, Sam Laur, Ali Lowe, Reese Kovel, Christian 
Wu (general consultation and editing suggestions)  

● Program Note: This song is about a man who rides up to the top of a roller coaster and is 
forced to turn around and go back down the way he came up before he can enjoy the drop. It’s 
a personification of anticlimacticness - of all the “only ifs” and “could’ve beens” that 2020 
brought with it. A metaphor for all the anticipation and disappointment of this year’s unrealized 
dreams and alternate realities. 

Aileen Park 
● Title of Song: A Sad Song About Flowers 
● Program Note: I wrote this song for my parents because I can’t imagine a life without them. I 

was initially inspired to write this after watching a movie – basically, one of the characters 
disappears in a beam of light and there are flower petals all over the place so it was originally 
going to be about flowers but then turned into more of a sad song with the word “flowers” in it. 

 
 
Songwriting team 8 
Camille Donoho 

● Title of Song: Washing Machine 
● Collaborators: Key Hunter, Sean Toomey, Christine Wang (song writing and production 

notes), Addie Clark (keys) 
● Program Note: Written in a fit of rage immediately following an unfortunate episode of a 

broken washing machine.  Surprising how losing an entire day to a single, dysfunctional chore 
can feel like a good relationship gone sour.  This is my ode to changing people, changing times, 
and a particularly bad laundry room (that is still on the mend). 

 
Key Hunter 

● Title of Song: I’m Kinda In My Own Head 
● Collaborators: Christine Donoho (bass track, structure), Sean Toomey (Lyrics) 
● Program Note: Call it rumination, spiraling, a depressive episode: the place I am most often in 

these unprecedented times is my own mind. This is my explanation to all my friends waiting for 
a text back. I love you, I miss you, I’ll see you again soon.  

 
Sean Toomey 

● Title of Song: Holy Water 
● Collaborators: Camille Donoho, Key Hunter, Christine Wang, (general inspiration)  
● Program Note: Something I made about people. I see this as my last work in traditional song 

form for a bit as I think I’ve run out of things to say. 
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Christine Wang 

● Title of Song: Anymore 
● Collaborators: Camille Donoho, Key Hunter, Sean Toomey 
● Program Note: Written at the open and produced at the close, this piece was made during a 

melancholic period that’s coming to a pacifying end. Made possible by friends, family, friends 
who are family, and family who are friends. For all listening, thank you for everything :)  
 

 
Songwriting team 4 
Ryan Rose 

● Title of Song: Spring 
● Songwriter: Ryan Rose, Alexa D’Ambrosio 
● Collaborators: Alexa D’Ambrosio, Arius Thomas 
● Program Note: Spring represents a time of birth and new beginnings, like the birth of this EP. 

The track takes root in my nostalgic appreciation of ethereal EDM, particularly the springtime 
sensibilities of groups such as Odezsa. The collaboration speaks for itself, with Alexa delivering 
a vocal performance that perfectly embodies the genre. 

 
Arius Thomas 

● Title of Song: Summer: Scorching Soul of the Storm 
● Songwriter: Arius Thomas 
● Collaborators: Alexa D’Ambrosio & Ryan Rose (lyrics) 
● Program Note: In my group’s Seasons EP, I had the opportunity to make the Summer song. 

This song is a very specific take on what summer can be like Summer. The track is split into 3 
parts called Soul Grime Explosive, Storm, and Better Weather.  

  
Alexa D'Ambrosio 

● Title of Song: Fall 
● Songwriter: Alexa D’Ambrosio, Ryan Rose 
● Collaborators: Ryan Rose, Arius Thomas 
● Program Note: Fall is often overlooked as a “moderate season,” and through this song, I 

wanted to explore how expectations impact our perception of reality. “Fall” also blends themes 
of denial and fear of new beginnings. This collaboration blended our three musical styles. 
    

Team 4 extra track (4th track of Seasons EP): 
• Title of Song: Winter 
• Songwriter: Ryan Rose, Butch Rovan 
• Collaborators: Butch Rovan 
• Program Note: A fitting outro to close the narrative of the Seasons EP. It is with much 

gratitude that I am able to present the work of Butch Rovan on this track as well. We hope you 
enjoy listening to this project as much as we do. 

 
 
 


